
hanks to my friend Charlie Robertson of

Marmalade Frog Creative Advertising, I hear this

line quite often nowadays and I will be honest 

with you, it does make me blush every time. But what a

wonderful thing it truly is to hear that, I must admit.

I believe venous insufficiency, varicose veins and 

spider veins have been ignored for many years. And, 

unfortunately, physicians often tend to minimize things 

they don't understand or know little about.

Well, the times have changed. Technology once again

has prevailed. We can now adequately diagnose venous

insufficiency. Now that we can treat this disease effectively,

we can finally provide real results. For example, a person

who has hidden their legs from the public view for years

can now enjoy living a normal life, such as wearing skirts,

shorts or a swimsuit on the beach.

So often, the symptoms are more health related and 

not just cosmetic. And, seldom do people realize that 

these common symptoms can be signs of venous disease.

Some of the symptoms are: heaviness, tired, throbbing 

legs or swelling in the legs, night cramps, burning and

stabbing pain.

Having dedicated my entire life to the art of medicine,

travelled several continents and studied in some of the 

top medical institutions in the world, I never thought one

day I would put the majority of my concentration in the

treatment of this disease. I feel it takes a physician and a

dedicated team of professionals who are at the forefront 

of the treatment of venous disease to provide people with

the best possible results.

The satisfaction I get from treating venous disease as 

an office procedure, with no cutting or bleeding and no

scarring, plus having such an excellent team helping me

achieve this, is the best gift God could have given me.

"Nice legs, Dr. Kamran" is fun to hear, but the most

rewarding for me is "Healthy Legs, Dr. Kamran!"

"I cannot say enough about the staff!

They are fantastic!! Everyone is so kind

and considerate, as well as very compe-

tent and efficient. Dr. Kamran is the

best!! He is caring and clearly explains

every step of the procedure. Hands

down the easiest most painless proce-

dure I've ever had! I highly recommend

Dr. Goudarzi and his staff for anyone

suffering from venous problems!

Thanks, Dr. Goudarzi"  ~ Linda O.

"Highly professional team worked in

a comfortable and relaxed atmosphere.

The doctor and his staff explained all

the aspects as he performed the proce-

dure. Procedure was painless and took

a lot less time than I thought it would. 

I found it to be a very low stress 

experience."  ~ Mike Szalkiewicz

"What a comfortable way to receive

treatment. Dr. Kamran is a delightful

person who takes the time to care about

my concerns. His staff is top-of-the-line

excellent." ~ Gerald Jacobsen
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“Nice legs, Dr. KamraN!”
Technological breakthroughs provide relief from leg pain, varicose & spider veins

Kamran Goudarzi, MD is one the nation’s leaders and pioneers in the scarless treatment and elimination

of varicose and spider veins. One of the first surgeons in the United States to achieve board certification 

by The American Board of Phlebology (the study of venous disease), Dr. Kamran has now performed 

thousands of successful procedures in the field. With extensive training in both the US and Great Britain,

Dr. Kamran has remained on the forefront of the latest breakthroughs in the treatment of venous disease.
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